
 

 

 
Worksheet: Pain reduction 

 

Find a comfortable position. If you sit down, make sure your back is supported or lay down, and try to relax. 
Notice how your body is getting heavier, your breathing calm and relaxed… 

 

Notice the rhythm of your breath…You don’t have to do anything, you’re breathing automatically.. in…. And 
out… You don’t have to change anything about your breath.. just notice breathing in…. And breathing out… 
Notice how your stomach is slightly moving along whilst breathing in and out…. There may be even other parts 
of your body that are moving along too… 

 

When you’re breathing calm and easy, focus on the area of your body that is hurting… Become aware of the 
depth, the size and the shape of the painful area… Try to feel the area as well as possible.. Concentrate on it… 
focus… 

 

Scan the area.. Is it easy to define the painful area? Or is it a big area with vague boundaries? Is it deep 
inside? Or more on the surface? What’s the temperature like? Is it a burning sensation? Or more numb and 
cold? Is it sharp or tingling? Is it stiff or just weak and unstable? Are you in constant pain or does it come and 
go? Can you define your pain? Try to sense the painful area as well as possible.. 

 

Now try to soften the area around the pain… Let it go… Release the tension and resistance in your body…. 
Imagine the muscles around the painful area relaxing.. Melting… Softening… Letting go… Imagine the tissues 
around the painful area are relaxing too… Getting softer… Releasing the tension … Melting the pain away like 
hot butter in a pan… 

 

Now imagine the pain is getting less and less… With every exhalation you can let go more and more… With 
every exhalation the pain will get more vague, abstract… less… lighter… The pain increasingly fades away,  
becomes less as it leaves the body by exhaling… Out of your body… Out of your mind.. Gone… 

 

Now focus again on the area… Notice the change.. Maybe it is a bit warmer, heavier.. Or lighter and cooler… 
Keep focusing for a minute.. 

 

Now prepare yourself to complete this exercise, come back into the room… Take a deep breath, and a long 
exhalation… Move your hands and feet a bit.. Stretch … and open your eyes. 
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